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ABSTRACT 

Understanding the historical and future response of the global climate system to 

anthropogenic emissions of radiatively-active atmospheric constituents has become a timely and 

compelling concern. At present, however, there are uncertainties in: the total radiative forcing 

associated with changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere; the effective forcing 

applied to the climate system resulting from a (temporary) reduction via ocean-heat uptake; and 

the strength of the climate feedbacks that subsequently modify this forcing. Here a set of 

analyses derived from atmospheric general circulation model simulations are used to estimate the 

effective and total radiative forcing of the observed climate system due to anthropogenic 

emissions over the last 50 years of the 20
th

 Century.  They are also used to estimate the 

sensitivity of the observed climate system to these emissions, as well as the expected change in 

global surface temperatures once the climate system returns to radiative equilibrium.  Results 

indicate that estimates of the effective radiative forcing and total radiative forcing associated 

with historical anthropogenic emissions differ across models.  In addition estimates of the 

historical sensitivity of the climate to these emissions differ across models.  However, results 

suggest that the variations in climate sensitivity and total climate forcing are not independent, 

and that the two vary inversely with respect to one another.  As such, expected equilibrium 

temperature changes, which are given by the product of the total radiative forcing and the climate 

sensitivity, are relatively constant between models, particularly in comparison to results in which 

the total radiative forcing is assumed constant.  Implications of these results for projected future 

climate forcings and subsequent responses are also discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

While the complexity of the fully-coupled Earth system introduces numerous sources of 

uncertainty in its response to historical and future global climate-change influences, three stand 

out with respect to anthropogenically-induced changes in global-mean surface temperatures: 1) 

the radiative forcing associated with changing concentrations of atmospheric chemical 

constituents; 2) the rate of ocean heat uptake and associated lag in the response of the climate 

system to this radiative forcing; and 3) the response of the climate system itself to this radiative 

forcing, vis a vis feedbacks within various Earth subsystems (e.g. Stott and Kettleborough 2002).  

Here we briefly describe each. 

Recent analyses of coupled-climate model simulations suggest that the climate forcing 

associated with increased anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols may differ 

between models (Collins et al. 2006).   Much of this uncertainty is related to the influence that 

historical and future aerosol concentrations have upon the global climate system (Schwartz 

2004), which arises from uncertainties in their impact on the reflection (Penner et al. 1994; 

Boucher et al. 1998) and absorption (Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008) of incoming solar 

radiation, as well as the indirect effects of aerosols upon cloud characteristics (Knutti et al. 2002; 

Quaas et al. 2006; Lohmann et al. 2007).  More recently, however, it has been suggested that 

there also exist uncertainties in the direct forcing of the climate system associated with 

increasing concentrations of CO2 and other greenhouse gases, even for the same prescribed 

changes in radiatively-active emissions/concentrations (Forster and Taylor 2006; Collins et al. 

2006; IPCC 2007). 

In addition, how this radiative forcing is partitioned between an effective radiative heating 

term which produces concurrent changes in the climate system, and ocean-heat uptake which 
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results in a time-lag within the climate system to changes in the chemical composition of the 

atmosphere, depends upon ocean dynamics and thermodynamics (for instance related to the 

mixed-layer depth, diffusion rates, and mixing to the deeper ocean: Sokolov et al. 2003).   While 

uncertainties in estimates of the observed ocean heat content over the course of the last century 

contribute to uncertainty in the effective heat capacity of the global Earth system and hence its 

response time to any applied forcing (Forest, et al. 2002; Schwartz 2007; Knutti et al. 2008), 

research also suggests that these uncertainties tend to be small compared with uncertainties in the 

applied forcing over this time and in the climate response to this forcing (Wigley 2005; Collins et 

al. 2007; Knutti and Tomassini 2008; Dufresne and Bony 2008). 

Finally, it is well known that the climate response to changes in radiatively-active 

atmospheric constituents!typically measured by the change in globally-averaged surface 

temperatures and usually referred to as the climate sensitivity!is highly variable across model 

systems (IPCC 2007; Roe and Baker 2007).  It is difficult to deduce these estimates from either 

short-term (Frame et al. 2005; Annan and Hargreaves 2006) or long-term (Hegerl et al. 2006; 

Edwards et al. 2007) observational products.  In addition, intermediate-complexity (Knutti et al. 

2002) and fully-coupled (Murphy et al. 2004; Soden and Held 2006; Sanderson et al., 2008) 

numerical model simulations also give wide ranges of uncertainty in how the global climate 

system may respond to a given forcing factor. 

As discussed, much of the previous research into these uncertainties, particularly with 

regard to the sensitivity of the global climate system to imposed radiative forcing, has been based 

on the analysis of available observations (e.g. Annan and Hargreaves 2006) or projections from 

fully-coupled numerical model simulations (e.g. Murphy et al. 2004).  Alternatively, atmosphere-

only general circulation models (AGCM) can also be used to estimate the sensitivity of the 
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climate system by prescribing the climate change via the sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) and 

then using the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiative fluxes to deduce the necessary forcing needed 

to balance the imposed climate change (e.g. Cess et al. 1990; Ringer et al. 2006).  This method 

has the advantage that it tests the sensitivity of the atmospheric and land-surface components of 

the climate system while ignoring (both numerically and physically) the details of the ocean 

system. In particular, these AGCMs overcome the problems associated with underestimation of 

natural (or internal) coupled ocean/atmosphere variability because the sea-surface temperature 

evolution is specified from observations (Folland et al. 1998; Sexton et al. 2001).  One 

disadvantage however is that they assume an equilibrium between the forcing of the climate 

system and the radiative response (see Cess et al. 1990, Eq. 1).  In this sense, this method does 

not account for the time-lag arising from "#$"%&"'&()#&*+","-.)#/&'0&-#'0)#1"$'023#.,&*"')#343')*#

associated with increased ocean heat content (Levitus et al. 2005; Hansen et al. 2005; Wong et 

al. 2006).   

Here, we will use the Cess et al. (1990) methodology to estimate the historical climate 

sensitivity of the observed system to the effective radiative forcing over the last 50 years of the 

20
th

 century.  At the same time, we will utilize a modified version of the methodology that allows 

the atmospheric general circulation models to account for historical ocean heat uptake over the 

same time period and hence provide estimates of the historical evolution of the full radiative 

forcing fields as well.   We will then compare the model estimates of climate sensitivity with 

estimates of full radiative forcing and show that the two are not independent, in agreement with 

previous findings (Webb et al., 2006; Kiehl 2007; Knutti 2008).  This result has important 

implications for the range of projections of climate variability associated with future 

anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols. 
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2. Data 
 

For this study, we will use output from atmosphere-only general circulation model (AGCM) 

simulations produced from the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM3.0 5 Collins et al. 2006); 

the!39:;<=!%<>?@<!9?ABCDE<@FG!AB:<;!H39:)4I!!!6BD<!<?!9;(!JKKKLM!?E<!9?ABCDE<@FG!GBADB><>?!

BN!?E<!%BOD;<:7)?ABCDE<@<7"FBCDE<@<7-G<9>!AB:<;!H%)"-!!!P<>Q!<?!9;(!JKKRLM!9>:!?E<!&O@B7!

4<:F?<@@9><9>!%<>?@<!NB@!%;FA9?<!%E9>Q<!AB:<;!H%4%%LS!TEFGE!FC!U9C<:!ODB>!?E<!&%3)4R!

)2%4!H#B<GV><@!<?!9;(!WXXYL.  For the CAM3, CABO and CMCC models, two scenarios are 

considered. In the first, multiple simulations (5, 6, and 5 respectively) of the AGCM are forced 

only by historical changes in global SSTs (termed the AMIP simulation).  In the second scenario, 

multiple simulations (again, 5, 6, and 5 respectively) are forced by historical changes in global 

SSTs, along with Greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, sulfate aerosols, volcanic particulates 

(CAM3 and CABO only), stratospheric and tropospheric ozone, and solar activity (termed the 

AMIP-ATM simulation). For the HadAM3 model, two scenarios are considered as well.  In the 

first, five simulations of the AGCM are forced by historical changes in global SSTs as well as 

volcanic particulates and solar activity. These runs will be referred to as AMIP simulations with 

the understanding that they also include certain natural radiative forcings.  In the second, five 

simulations are forced by historical changes in global SSTs, volcanic particulates, and solar 

activity, as well as GHG concentrations, sulfate aerosols, and stratospheric and tropospheric 

ozone (again, termed the AMIP-ATM simulation). For all the experiments we examine the 

period from 1950-1999. Table 1 provides a summary description of the atmosphere-only model 

simulations used in the study. 
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To characterize changes in the overall planetary energy balance, this study will principally 

analyze top of atmosphere (TOA) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and net solar radiation 

(incoming minus outgoing).  In addition we will analyze the simulated global near-surface 

temperature fields from the four models and two experimental set-ups. For comparison, 

observational estimates of global near-36$7".)#')*8)$"'6$)3#"$)#'"9)-#7$:*#'0)#;"%,)4#<)-'$)23#

Climate Research Unit (CRU) gridded combined land/marine data product (Jones et al. 1999; 

Brohan et al. 2006). All values presented here represent ensemble-mean, globally-averaged 

estimates with a 12-month running-mean time-filter applied. 

 

3. Methods  

Previously, Cess et al. (1990) deduced the radiative forcing, !Q tot, needed to produce a 

given climate change by imposing changes in SSTs within an AGCM and then examining the 

resulting change in TOA net radiative fluxes, 
TOA
AMIPR! . 1>!?E<C<!CFAO;9?FB>CS!?E<!AB:<;!FC!D@BZF:<:!

TF?E!>B!F>NB@A9?FB>!9UBO?!?E<!NB@GF>Q!BN!?E<!G;FA9?<!C=C?<AS!B>;=!?E<!BUC<@Z<:!@<CDB>C<!BN!?E<!

G;FA9?<! ?B! ?E9?! NB@GF>Q! H9C! :<?<@AF><:!U=! ?E<! GE9>Q<! F>!,,'! NF<;:CL(! !'E<! GE9>Q<! F>!'-)!><?!

@9:F9?FZ<! N;O[<C! ?E<>! D@BZF:<C! 9>! <C?FA9?<! BN! ?E<! @9:F9?FZ<! NB@GF>Q! ><<:<:! ?B! D@B:OG<! ?E<!

HFADBC<:L!G;FA9?<!GE9>Q<S! totQ! ,!COGE!?E9?!
TOA

tot AMIPQ R! " #! !H<(Q(!%<CC!<?!9;(!WXXKM!#F>Q<@!<?!9;(!

JKKYL!

However their study assumes that the ocean state is in equilibrium with the radiative forcing 

itself. As evidenced from recent analyses of observations (Levitus et al. 2005), coupled-climate 

model simulations (Hansen et al. 2005), and remotely-sensed data (Wong et al. 2006), there has 

been an increase in the heat content of the ocean arising from a radiative imbalance within the 

1"$'023 climate system. These results suggest that the full anthropogenic radiative forcing 
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applied over the last 50+ years, !Q tot, is being partitioned between an effective radiative heating 

term, !Qeff, and ocean-heat uptake, !Qocn (Sokolov et al. 2003): 

tot eff ocnQ Q Q! " ! $ !  Eq.1 

In this case, the historical changes in SSTs are assumed to be responding to the effective 

radiative forcing, !Qeff, not the full radiative forcing.  Hence, we modify the Cess et al. (1990) 

methodology by replacing !Q tot with !Qeff.  The relation between TOA
AMIPR!  and !Qeff then 

becomes: 

TOA
eff AMIPQ R! " #!  Eq.2 

In comparison, when an AGCM is run with explicit changes in both SSTs and atmospheric 

chemical constituents, ?E<! AB:<;! FC! D@BZF:<:! TF?E! F>NB@A9?FB>! 9UBO?! UB?E! ?E<! NB@GF>Q! BN! ?E<!

G;FA9?<! C=C?<A! H9C! :<?<@AF><:! U=! ?E<! EFC?B@FG9;! <ZB;O?FB>! BN! @9:F9?FZ<;=79G?FZ<! GE<AFG9;!

GB>C?F?O<>?CL!9C!T<;;!9C!?E<!BUC<@Z<:!@<CDB>C<!BN!?E<!G;FA9?<!?B!?E9?!NB@GF>Q!H9C!:<?<@AF><:!U=!?E<!

EFC?B@FG9;! <ZB;O?FB>! BN! ?E<! ,,'! NF<;:CL(  Hence, the change in TOA radiation (
TOA
AMIP ATMR #! ) 

represents the sum of the explicitly imposed radiative forcing (!Q tot) and the imposed SST 

forcing (given by [-!Qeff]).  As discussed in Hansen et al. (2002) (and as is evident from Eqs.1, 

2), this sum represents the ocean-heat uptake of the full radiative forcing: 

% &TOA
AMIP ATM tot eff tot eff ocnR Q Q Q Q Q#! " ! $ #! " ! #! " !  Eq.3 

/@BA! ?EFC! <\O9?FB>S! T<! 9;CB! C<<! ?E9?!
TOA
AMIP ATMR #! ! @<D@<C<>?C! ?E<! :FNN<@<>G<! U<?T<<>! ?E<!

<[D;FGF?;=!FADBC<:!@9:F9?FZ<!NB@GF>Q!9CCBGF9?<:!TF?E!GE9>QF>Q!GE<AFG9;!GB>C?F?O<>?C!H!W&*&L!9>:!

?E<!<NN<G?FZ<!@9:F9?FZ<!NB@GF>Q!><<:<:!?B!D@B:OG<!?E<!EFC?B@FG9;!<ZB;O?FB>!BN!,,'C!H!W"++L(!3<>G<S!
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9>! <C?FA9?<! BN! ?E<! ?B?9;! NB@GF>Q! BN! ?E<! G;FA9?<! C=C?<A! G9>! U<! :<@FZ<:! U=! ?9VF>Q! ?E< difference 

between the TOA net radiative-flux terms from the two AGCM simulations: 

% &TOA TOA
AMIP ATM AMIP ocn eff totR R Q Q Q#! #! " ! # #! " !  Eq.4 

Another way to arrive at this equation is to consider the difference of the two simulations as 

"#*:%&7&."'&:-#:7#'0)#"$.0)'48&.",#=.,:6%#$"%&"'&()#7:$.&->?#*)'0:%:,:>4#@<)33#)'#",A#BCCDEA##F-#

that setting, the net incoming TOA radiation for cloudy conditions is compared with that from 

clear conditions; the imbalance gives the radiative forcing imparted by the clouds.  In the case 

8$)3)-')%# 0)$)G# '0)# HIFJ# 3&*6,"'&:-# ."-# +)# .:-3&%)$)%# '0)# =.,)"$?# .:-%&'&:-3# &-# /0&.0# -:#

changes in radiatively-active chemical constituents are introduced; analogously, the AMIP-ATM 

3&*6,"'&:-# ."-# +)# .:-3&%)$)%# '0)# =.,:6%4?# .:-%&'&:-3# &-# /0&.0# "# $"%&"'&(),4-active profile is 

introduced.  The difference between AMIP-ATM net incoming TOA radiation and the AMIP net 

incoming TOA radiation then gives the radiative forcing associated with changes in the 

radiatively-active chemical composition of the atmosphere, i.e. 
TOA TOA

tot AMIP ATM AMIPQ R R#! " ! #! . 

These relationships are confirmed by taking the difference between 
TOA
AMIP ATMR #! and 

TOA
AMIPR! , 

and comparing it with globally-averaged TOA net radiative fluxes from a model that is forced 

only by historical changes in GHG concentrations, sulfate aerosols, volcanic particulates, 

stratospheric and tropospheric ozone, and solar activity, while keeping the sea-surface 

temperatures at their climatological values (termed the ATM simulation).  These globally-

averaged TOA net radiative fluxes, 
TOA
ATMR! , provide a direct estimate of the explicitly imposed 

radiative forcing, !Q tot, associated with changing chemical constituents (Hansen et al. 2002; 

Shine et al. 2003; Gregory and Webb 2008). Figure 1 shows that the direct estimates of 

TOA
tot ATMQ R! " !  from the CAM3.0 model match the indirect estimates derived by taking the 
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difference between TOA
AMIP ATMR #! and TOA

AMIPR!  values.    

When estimated in this manner, the total radiative forcing accounts for the adjustment of the 

stratosphere and troposphere and is sometimes referred to as =7&K)%# 3)"# 36$7".e temperature 

7:$.&->? (Hansen et al., 2002).  It should be noted, however, that this experiment differs from 

that of Shine et al. (2003), in which both the SSTs and land-surface temperatures (LST) are 

prescribed.  In those experiments it was found that the magnitude of radiative forcing estimated 

from the ATM-type GCM experiments is too high if only SSTs are prescribed.   However, Shine 

et al. (2003) found that this excess forcing was most pronounced for processes affecting the 

shortwave component of the E"$'023#$"%&"'&:-#+6%>)'#@)&'0)$#%6)#':#3:,"$#:$#")$:3:,#)77).'3EL#'0)#

estimates for forcing associated with increasing GHGs were identical.  In addition, Figure 1b 

suggests that the total radiative forcing estimated directly from the ATM simulations (in which 

the excess forcing is present) is nearly identical to that estimated from the AMIP and AMIP-

ATM simulations (in which the excess forcing cancels itself), suggesting that any net excess 

forcing associated with solar (positive) and aerosol (negative) effects may in fact be small for 

these historical simulations.  

Based upon these results, and the above theoretical considerations, we will now use AGCM-

only simulations!incorporating SST-only and SST and radiatively-active atmospheric forcing!

to estimate the historical effective radiative forcing, total radiative forcing, and climate 

sensitivities for various atmospheric modeling systems.  

 

4. A G C M Results  

Figure 2 shows the global-average surface temperatures taken from the CRU observational 

product, along with the AGCMs. Global temperature changes in both the AMIP and AMIP-ATM 
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simulations approximate the observed global temperature changes, which is to be expected since 

the SST evolution is prescribed in these simulations (Campo and Sardeshmukh 2009).  At the 

same time it is important to note that the atmosphere-:-,4#*:%),3#"$)#-:'#)K8,&.&',4#='6-)%?#':#

match the observed surface temperature changes (although they may be implicitly tuned to 

reproduce observed climatological patterns of temperature and precipitation, for instance), which 

are instead to first order dictated by the historical changes in SSTs.  Our interest here is in 

%&">-:3&-># '0)# *:%),32# responses to these changing SSTs (and atmospheric chemical 

constituents). 

Figure 3 shows the globally-averaged net incoming TOA radiation from the ensemble-mean 

AMIP and AMIP-ATM simulations.  The largest variations are associated with the volcanic 

eruptions of Agung (1963), El Chichon (1982), and Pinatubo (1991 - Robock 2000).  However 

results also indicate that all four AMIP simulations, which do not contain explicit anthropogenic 

changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere, produce a net loss of radiative energy 

through the top of the atmosphere associated with global-scale increases in SSTs (Cess et al. 

1990; Trenberth et al. 2002).  In contrast, for the AMIP-ATM simulations there is a long-term 

increase in the net incoming TOA radiation, indicating a net retention of energy within the earth 

system despite the increase in SST fields (Kiehl 1983; Goody et al. 1996; Mitchell et al. 1987; 

Harries et al. 2001; Brindley and Allan 2003).  As mentioned above, the differences in the net 

TOA radiative flux fields from the two simulations gives the total radiative forcing, !Q tot (Figure 

3b).  This figure indicates that the four models contain variable estimates of the radiative forcing 

associated with the historical evolution of radiatively-active chemical constituents.  Part of this 

variability is due to the exclusion of certain chemical constituents (volcanic particulates) from 

the CAM3 and CABO AMIP simulations, which is manifested as significant decreases in the net 
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radiation difference curves in the early 1960s 1980s, and 1990s (again, associated with the 

eruptions of Agung, El Chichon, and Pinatubo, respectively).  However, there are also inter-

model variations in the long-term trends in the radiative forcing, which we investigate in more 

detail below. 

To better analyze the changes in each model, Figure 4 shows the overall trends in various 

surface and TOA fields, derived by taking the difference between the 5-year mean values at the 

beginning and end of each integration; we performed the analysis in this manner to avoid end-

effects (associated with Pinatubo-related volcanic signatures near the end of the CAM3 and 

CABO simulations) that arose when applying simple linear trends across the entire time-series. 

Figure 4a shows the historical trends in global surface temperatures, both from the AMIP and 

AMIP-ATM simulations. The slightly larger global surface temperature changes found in the 

AMIP-ATM simulations compared with the AMIP simulations (except for CMCC) are related to 

climate changes that are forced directly by the inclusion of anthropogenic chemical constituents, 

sep"$"')# 7$:*# '0:3)# '0"'# "$&3)# &-%&$).',4# 7$:*# '0)# "-'0$:8:>)-&.# .0)*&.",# .:-3'&'6)-'32# &*8".'#

upon SST and sea-ice changes (Folland et al. 1998; Sexton et al. 2001).  The ATM-AMIP global 

surface temperature trends generally have similar values across the models with an average of 

0.41K; for the AMIP simulations the global surface temperature trends average 0.35K.  The 

observed temperature change for this period, taken from the CRU data, is 0.43K. 

Examining the trends in TOA radiation fields from the AMIP runs next (Figure 4b), we find 

that the effective radiative forcing, % &TOA
eff AMIPQ R! " #! , needed to produce the observed historical 

climate change over the last 50 years of the 20
th

 Century differs in each model.  These 

differences arise both because of differences in the longwave response, as well as the shortwave 

response (Cess et al. 1990; Ringer et al. 2006), and differ by a factor of two (from 0.6Wm
-2

 to 
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1.16Wm
-2

).    If we examine the trends in TOA radiation fields from the AMIP-ATM runs 

(Figure 4c), we find that there are still inter-model differences in both the longwave and 

shortwave trends.  However, as with the surface temperature estimates, the net trends are fairly 

similar in all four models (0.38-0.50 Wm
-2

).  As before, the changes in TOA radiation 

(
TOA
AMIP ATMR #! ) from these models give an estimate of the associated energy fluxes from the 

atmosphere to the underlying surface (predominantly the ocean surface, and to a lesser extent the 

land surface:  Levitus et al. 2005) over the course of the simulation, represented by ocnQ! .  

As suggested above, if we take the difference between the TOA radiation from the AMIP-

ATM (
TOA
AMIP ATMR #! ) and the AMIP (

TOA
AMIPR! ) simulations, we arrive at an estimate of the total 

radiative forcing associated with changing anthropogenic chemical constituents (!Q tot 5 Figure 

4d).  As suggested by the time-evolution of these estimates in Figure 2b, the overall trend of the 

total historical radiative forcing over the 50-year period differs in each model, and ranges from 

1.00 to 1.67 Wm
-2

 or a factor of two-thirds.  In addition, the longwave and shortwave 

components of this forcing also differ (ranging from 0.98 to 1.93 and -0.42 to 0.09 Wm
-2

 

respectively).  These results agree with those of Forster and Taylor (2006), which indicate that a 

factor of two difference can be found in the longwave forcing of coupled-climate models, even 

given the same future changes in GHG concentrations.  

From these results we find that both the effective radiative forcing and total radiative forcing 

within each model seem to differ (see Figures 4b,d).  Plotting the two against one another (Figure 

5a), we find that there is a nearly uniform offset between the effective radiative forcing and total 

radiative forcing within each model.  Fitting these data points with a linear trend, 

tot effQ Q' (! " ! $ , we find that '=1.02 and (=0.42Wm-2
.  The offset value, (, is nearly 
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equivalent to the mean estimated ocean-heat uptake found in Figure 4c (!Qocn=0.44Wm
-2

), as 

expected. 

Given estimates of the change in effective radiative forcing from the AMIP simulations and 

the associated global temperature change, we can derive an estimate of the sensitivity, ), for each 

of the AGCMs, defined here as eff effT Q) " ! !  (Cess et al. 1990), where effT!  is the effective 

(i.e. realized) global temperature change over the course of the simulation period.  If we then plot 

the model sensitivities against the total radiative forcing estimates, we find an inverse relation 

+)'/))-# '0)# '/:# @M&>6$)# N+EA# #O0&3# $)36,'# 36>>)3'3# '0"'# "# >&()-# "'*:380)$&.#*:%),23# $"%&"'&()#

response to imposed radiatively-active chemical constituents (i.e. the total radiative forcing) is 

&-()$3),4#$),"')%#':#'0)#*:%),23#&-')$-",#.,&*"')#3)-3&'&(&'4A###H#3&*&,"$#&-()$3)#$),"'&:-#+)'/))-#

climate-sensitivity and radiative forcing has been found in historical coupled-climate model 

simulations of the 20
th

 century climate system (Kiehl 2007), which is attributed to the differences 

in aerosol forcings (i.e. changes in incoming absorbed shortwave radiation) imposed in different 

models.  However, from the AGCM results it appears that there are also significant differences in 

the longwave radiative forcing component (see Figure 4d); generally, the inter-model differences 

in total radiative forcing presented here are better correlated with the longwave radiative forcing 

component (r=0.80) than they are with the shortwave radiative forcing component (r=-0.03).  We 

discuss the contributions of each component to the total radiative forcing further in Section 5. 

Before going on, it is important to note that the apparent inverse relation between total 

radiative forcing and climate sensitivity within these AGCMs is not a consequence of the models 

using the same prescribed temperature evolution (via historical SSTs).  Indeed, when the model 

comparison was first performed, it was expected that each of the AGCMs would have very 

similar estimates of total radiative forcing, which would be partitioned differently into effective 
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heating (as determined from the AMIP simulations) and ocean-heat uptake (as determined from 

the AMIP-ATM simulations) by each model.  Alternatively, each model could have provided 

independent estimates of effective radiative heating, ocean-heat uptake, and total radiative 

forcing, based upon the numerical specifics of each model itself.  Instead, we find that the 

various estimates from each model are not independent and that in fact there are significant inter-

model differences in total radiative forcing, which vary inversely with respect to their differences 

in climate sensitivity.  

Based upon these results, we can find the equilibrium temperature change!the temperature 

change expected for the present total radiative forcing once the system comes back into 

equilibrium!by taking the product of the sensitivity and the total radiative forcing from a given 

model (Figure 6a).  Because the total radiative forcing and sensitivity are inversely related to one 

another, the equilibrium temperatures across the models show a smaller range than would be 

expected if a fixed total radiative forcing was presumed (here set to the average total radiative 

forcing from the four models, ~1.35Wm
-2

).  Based upon the linear relation found earlier, we can 

derive the hypothetical relation between the equilibrium temperature and the model sensitivity:  

eq effT T' ()! " ! $   Eq.5 

where '*+( are the same as above.  Since '=1.02 and (%=0.42Wm-2
)<1, we find that when 

accounting for the relation between the radiative forcing and climate sensitivity of a given 

model, the range of equilibrium temperatures is significantly less than if a fixed radiative forcing 

is assumed.  This result is also shown in Figure 6b, in which the estimated equilibrium 

temperature response from the models, based upon the model-specific total radiative forcing and 

climate sensitivity, is compared with the estimated equilibrium temperature response based only 
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radiative forcing from the four models.  

If we next assume that the longwave component of radiative forcing scales (approximately) 

linearly with changes in greenhouse gas concentrations, as represented by changes in CO2, we 

can estimate the relation between climate sensitivity and the total radiative forcing in response to 

a doubling of pre-industrial CO2 concentrations. This relation is shown in Figure 7a.  Here, the 

linearly-fitted total radiative forcing curve (seen in Figure 5b) is scaled by the ratio of the 

changing concentrations associated with a doubling of %-J!(e.g. an increase of 280ppm) to the 

historical changes during the period of investigation HTEFGE! FC! 9DD@B[FA9?<;=! ]^DDA!BZ<@! ?E<!

?FA<7D<@FB:! WX]K7JKKKL(! If we then assume that the same linear relationship holds between 

effective radiative forcing and total radiative forcing, we can estimate the effective radiative 

forcing as well. *B?<! ?E9?! :<D<>:F>Q! ODB>! ?E<! AB:<;! C<>CF?FZF?=S! ?E<! ?B?9;! @9:F9?FZ<! NB@GF>Q!

9CCBGF9?<:!TF?E! 9! :BOU;F>Q! BN! D@<7F>:OC?@F9;!%-J! GB>G<>?@9?FB>C! G9>! U<!AOGE! Q@<9?<@! HB@! ;<CCL!

?E9>!?E<!GBAAB>;=79CCOA<:!Z9;O<!BN!R_A
7J
(!!

_<!COUC<\O<>?;=!<C?FA9?<!?E<!<\OF;FU@FOA!?<AD<@9?O@<!GE9>Q<!9CCBGF9?<:!TF?E!9!:BOU;F>Q!BN!

D@<7F>:OC?@F9;!%-J!GB>G<>?@9?FB>CS! % &22eqT xCO! , by taking the product of )  and % &22totQ xCO!  

from above!H/FQO@<!`UL(!!_<!NF>:!?E9?!U<G9OC<!BN!?E<!F>Z<@C<!@<;9?FB>!U<?T<<>!G;FA9?<!C<>CF?FZF?=!

9>:!?B?9;!H9>:!<NN<G?FZ<L!@9:F9?FZ<!NB@GF>QS!?E<!BZ<@9;;!@9>Q<!BN!<C?FA9?<:!?<AD<@9?O@<!GE9>Q<C!FC!

@<:OG<:!GBAD9@<:!TF?E!?EBC<!NBO>:!U=!9CCOAF>Q!9!NF[<:!@9:F9?FZ<!NB@GF>Q!H<\O9;!?B!R_A
7J
L!NB@!

9;;!G;FA9?<!C<>CF?FZF?F<C(!!1>!?E<!<[9AD;<!E<@<S!?E<!@9>Q<S!TE<>!9GGBO>?F>Q!NB@!?E<!:<D<>:<>G=!BN!

?E<!?B?9;!@9:F9?FZ<!NB@GF>Q!?B!?E<!G;FA9?<!C<>CF?FZF?=S!FC!J(]7I!0S!GBAD9@<:!TF?E!9!@9>Q<!BN!W(J]7R!

0!TE<>!OCF>Q!NF[<:!<C?FA9?<C!BN!?B?9;!@9:F9?FZ<!NB@GF>Q(!!!

!
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5. Coupled C limate Model Results  

In the previous section we discussed how AGCM-only simulations, incorporating SST-only 

and SST and radiatively-active atmospheric forcing, can be used to estimate the historical 

effective radiative forcing, total radiative forcing, and climate sensitivities for various models.   

One of the more intriguing results is that the total (and effective) radiative forcing applied to the 

climate differs from one model to another, in agreement with independent coupled-climate 

model results (Forster and Taylor 2006; Collins et al. 2006; IPCC 2007).  In addition, our results 

suggest that the strength of this total radiative forcing is a function of the internal climate 

sensitivity of the model itself, such that more sensitive climate models also impose less total 

radiative forcing.  

To see whether this result is more generally applicable within coupled-climate model 

simulations (as suggested by Webb et al., 2006; Kiehl 2007; Knutti 2008), we use the results 

from Forster and Taylor (2006), which compute the total radiative forcing and climate sensitivity 

(as represented by the inverse of the climate feedback term, Y) for 20 coupled-climate models 

forced solely by 1%/yr increases in CO2 concentrations.  Plotting the total radiative forcing 

against the model climate sensitivities (Figure 8), we find that not all models have the same 

inverse relationship, as seen in the AGCM results.  However, by plotting the assumed inverse 

relation that passes through each individual model estimate, we can see that two groups of 

models appear to have very similar radiative-forcing/climate-sensitivity relationships.  If we also 

plot the equilibrium temperature response for each model, calculated as the product of the total 

radiative forcing and the climate sensitivity, we find that the models that have similar inverse 

relationships also have similar equilibrium temperature responses (to be expected since the 

individual curves are representative of all climate-forcing/climate-sensitivity combinations that 
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give the same equilibrium temperature response as the individual model value through which the 

curve passes).  The partitioning between models with low, high, and outlying equilibrium 

temperature responses is confirmed by performing a K-means clustering (Gong and Richman, 

1995) applied to the equilibrium temperature response from the 20 separate models.  In addition, 

the selection of 4 clusters is confirmed by calculating the marginal improvement in unexplained 

variance between Cluster n and Cluster n+1, which reaches a local minimum (and near-zero 

values) for n!", indicating that the inclusion of additional clusters provides little additional 

reduction in unexplained variance (not shown).   

Figure 9 shows the individual model estimates of the equilibrium temperature response, 

8,:'')%# ">"&-3'# '0)# *:%),23# 3)-3&'&(ity.  In addition, the plot shows the expected equilibrium 

temperature response if the total radiative forcing were the same in all models (and set equal to 

the mean of the 20 models, ~6.2Wm
-2

).    Those models that have very similar radiative-

forcing/climate-sensitivity relationships show small variations in their estimated equilibrium 

temperature responses.  At the same time, the presence of outlier models does suggest that the 

radiative-forcing/climate-sensitivity relationship is not robust across all models, raising the 

possibility of much greater (or smaller) equilibrium temperature responses to increasing 

concentrations of CO2 (which we discuss further below).   

As mentioned, a similar inverse relation between climate sensitivity and historical radiative 

forcing has been found in coupled climate-model runs (Kiehl 2007).  Previously, this inverse 

relation was attributed mainly to inter-model differences in the radiative forcing associated with 

historical increases in aerosols.  Projections of future climate change incorporating this climate-

sensitivity/climate-forcing relation found that, unlike the results presented here, the inverse 

relation did not reduce uncertainties in future global temperature responses (Knutti 2008), mainly 
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because the future longwave component to total radiative forcing (associated with future 

projections of greenhouse gas concentrations)!which was fixed across the model runs!

overwhelms any future forcing associated with changing aerosol concentrations. However, from 

results presented above and in Forster and Taylor (2006), IPCC (2007), and Gregory and Webb 

(2008) it is emphasized that there are inter-model differences in the radiative forcing associated 

with increasing CO2 concentrations as well, and that these differences in radiative forcing may 

",3:#0"()#"-#&-()$3)#$),"'&:-#':#"#>&()-#*:%),23#.,&*"')#3)-3&'&(&'4A## 

To further analyze why these inter-model differences in total radiative forcing arise, we plot 

the total radiative forcing estimates taken from Forster and Taylor (2006) against the longwave 

and shortwave radiative forcing estimates from the same study (Figure 10).  As before the 

models are segregated into those that have a low equilibrium temperature response, a high 

equilibrium temperature response, and those that have outlying equilibrium temperature 

responses.  For the models that have similar low and high equilibrium temperature responses, it 

appears that there is a quasi-linear relation between the longwave and total radiative forcing 

estimates (r=0.87 and 0.89 respectively - Fig.10a); however there is no similar relation between 

the shortwave and total radiative forcing estimates (r=0.20 and 0.22 respectively - Fig.10b). 

These results suggest that the inverse relation between radiative forcing (both historical and 

future) and climate sensitivity may be associated with changing greenhouse gas concentrations as 

well as aerosols; as such this inverse relation may be more important for future climate change 

projections than is currently thought (e.g. Knutti 2008).   

 

6. Discussion 
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One of the most important findings of the present analysis is an inverse relation between 

climate sensitivity and total radiative forcing within both historical AGCM simulations and 

forced coupled climate-model runs. This inverse relationship appears to be manifested in inter-

model differences in the longwave component of the total radiative forcing.  From the 

experiments we used and the analyses we performed, we construct the following hypothesis:  

Models that have enhanced longwave feedback processes!e.g. water vapor/lapse rate and/or 

cloud feedbacks (Bony et al., 2006)!by nature attenuate the transfer of outgoing longwave 

radiation more so than in models with less robust feedbacks. As such, in models with enhanced 

longwave feedbacks, the change in outgoing longwave radiation attributable to an increase in 

CO2 (and other greenhouse gases), above and beyond what is already being retained within the 

system by feedback processes, is expected to be less; e.g. the total radiative forcing attributable 

to the inclusion of additional CO2 in models with enhanced feedback processes is less than in 

those models with less robust feedbacks, as found here. Of course, it is still unclear which 

longwave feedback processes may be involved in modifying the total radiative forcing associated 

with changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere; in addition it is unclear whether the 

affected component of total radiative forcing is associated with instantaneous radiative forcing 

by CO2 or adjustments to the stratosphere, troposphere (Hansen et al., 2002; Shine et al; 2003) or 

possibly clouds (Gregory and Webb, 2008).  

An explicit test of the above hypothesis will require additional experiments: in particular, a 

single AGCM could be integrated after modifying the parameters that affect water vapor/lapse 

rate and/or cloud processes to produce enhanced feedback (or forcing) effects.  As mentioned, 

atmosphere-:-,4#*:%),3#"$)#-:'#)K8,&.&',4#='6-)%?#':#*"'.0#'0)#:+3)$()%#36$7".)#')*8)$"'6$)3G#

which are to first order dictated by the historical changes in SSTs.  By analyzing the differences 
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in model responses to changing SSTs and atmospheric chemical constituents, as conditioned on 

changes in relevant parameters, it will be possible to determine whether the above hypothesis is 

valid.  Alternatively, similar experiments could be performed using a single coupled-climate 

model with modified longwave feedback parameters, but in that case the total radiative forcing 

from the model would have to be re-derived using the method of Forster and Taylor (2006).   

Finally we note that the above hypothesis only holds for feedback processes that affect the 

longwave component of the global radiation budget.  While there also appears to be an inverse 

relation between feedback and radiative forcing processes that affect the shortwave component 

of the global radiation budget (Kiehl, 2007), it is expected that this inverse relation will weaken 

or disappear with a reduction of anthropogenic aerosol forcing (Kiehl, 2007; Knutti, 2008).  In 

that case, model differences in the shortwave-related feedback processes, which would no longer 

be offset by compensating changes in shortwave radiative forcing, could give rise to model 

differences in the overall equilibrium temperature response to enhanced GHG forcing.  This may 

help explain why many model studies find that differences in model responses to enhanced 

greenhouse gas concentrations appear most sensitive to feedbacks involving changes in 

shortwave radiation (Bony and Dufresne 2005; Webb et al. 2006; Ringer et al. 2006; Williams 

and Tselioudis, 2007), as well as why there are still differences in equilibrium temperature 

responses in the coupled-climate models analyzed here (as seen in Figures 8,9).  

 

7. Conclusions 

Understanding the historical and future sensitivity of the global climate system to 

anthropogenic emissions of heat-trapping gases and aerosols has become a timely and 

compelling concern. Presently, uncertainties in the magnitude of the historical climate response 
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to anthropogenic emissions arise because of uncertainties in the strength of the feedbacks that 

subsequently modify this forcing, and hence in the sensitivity of the climate system to this 

forcing. In addition, some of the heat trapped by these emissions has been absorbed by the ocean, 

leading to uncertainties in their effective forcing of the climate. Finally, there exist uncertainties 

in the total radiative forcing itself associated with the increased concentrations of greenhouse 

gases and aerosols. Here we propose a methodology utilizing atmosphere-only general 

circulation models to estimate the historical radiative forcing arising from increased emissions of 

radiatively-active atmospheric constituents, as well as the ocean-heat uptake associated with this 

radiative forcing and the expected climate change.  This methodology is a modification of the 

Cess et al. (1990) climate-sensitivity studies and involves different AGCMs forced with 

observed changes in global-scale SST anomalies, and then forced with both global-scale SSTs 

and radiatively-active atmospheric constituents.   

Based upon top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiative fluxes from these two sets of simulations, 

we find that while the different modeling systems produce approximately the same historical 

global surface temperature response (~0.4K over the period 1950-2000), their estimates of the 

total radiative forcing associated with the changing chemical composition of the atmosphere 

differ by a factor of two-thirds (from approximately 1.00-1.67 Wm
-2

).  In addition results suggest 

a range of global climate sensitivities in response to this forcing, from approximately 0.3-0.7 

K/(Wm
-2
EA# ;:/)()$G# '0)# *:%),# )3'&*"')32# :7# >,:+",# .,&*"')# 3)-3&'&(&'&)3# "-%# ':'",# $"%&"'&()#

forcing are not independent from one another but vary in a quasi-inverse way such that models 

with higher global climate sensitivities have lower total radiative forcings.  Because of this 

inverse relationship, the model estimates of total expected surface temperature changes 

(compared with the mid-1950s) are similar across models (approximately 0.15K difference 
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between models), and show a much smaller range than if the total radiative forcing in each 

model is assumed to be the same (approximately 0.55K difference).   

Initial results from coupled ocean-atmosphere models, forced by 1%/year increases in CO2 

concentrations, also indicate large inter-model differences in estimates of total radiative forcing 

and climate sensitivity.  However, in agreement with the atmosphere-only general circulation 

models, results also suggest that certain models may have similar relationships between the total 

radiative forcing and climate sensitivity.  For these models, the range of equilibrium temperature 

responses to future emissions of radiatively-active chemical constituents is again less than if the 

full range of climate sensitivities, applied to a constant total radiative forcing estimate, is 

assumed. 

It is important to note that in many current numerical model forecasts, the apparent offset 

between total radiative forcing and climate sensitivity may be accounted for if the model uses 

some form of radiative transfer code (e.g. Collins et al., 2006).  However, it may not be 

accounted for in many probability studies, which treat the radiative forcing term as a fixed 

function of the GHG concentrations and then combine it with a range of sensitivities as 

determined from short-term or long-term observational products (Annan and Hargreaves, 2006), 

or intermediate-complexity (Heagrle et al., 2006; Knutti and Tomassini 2008) and fully-coupled 

numerical model simulations (Murphy et al., 2004).  Such an approach assumes that the radiative 

forcing is independent of all feedback processes; our results show that this may not be the case 

and that the temperature change may be more constant than is derived from such calculations. 
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Name Resolution Forcing Duration # in Ensemble 
CAM3.0 AMIP 

CABO AMIP 

CMCC AMIP 

T85 (about 1.4º) 

Lat-Lon: 5.625ºx3.75º 

T42 (about 2.8º) 

SSTs 1950-

2000 

5 

6 

5 

CAM3.0 AMIP-ATM 

CABO AMIP-ATM 

CMCC AMIP-ATM 

T85 (about 1.4º) 

Lat-Lon: 5.625ºx3.75º 

T42 (about 2.8º) 

SSTs 

GHGs 

Sulfate aerosols 

Volcanic particulates 

(CAM3.0, CABO) 

Ozone 

Solar activity 

1950-

2000 

5 

6 

5 

HadAM3 AMIP 

 

Lat-Lon: 3.75ºx2.5º 

 

SSTs 

Volcanic particulates 

Solar activity 

1950-

2000 

5 

 

HadAM3 AMIP-ATM 

 

Lat-Lon: 3.75ºx2.5º 

 

SSTs 

GHGs 

Sulfate aerosols 

Volcanic particulates 

Ozone 

Solar activity 

1950-

2000 

5 

 

 

 



 

 
Fig.1  (a) Change in globally-averaged net incoming top of atmosphere (TOA) radiation (Wm

-2
) 

from the ensemble mean CAM3.0 AMIP (blue), AMIP-ATM (red), and ATM (black) 

simulations.  Time-series are smoothed using a 12-month box-filter and plotted such that the 5-

year period at the beginning of the time-series is centered on 0. (b) Change in historical radiative 

forcing, !Rtot, as derived from the difference between the globally-averaged net incoming TOA 

radiation from the CAM3.0 AMIP-ATM and AMIP simulations (blue), and from the CAM3.0 

ATM simulations (black) 

(a) 

(b) 

Figures with Legends
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FIG.2 Change in globally-averaged surface temperatures (K) for the CAM3, HAD3, CABO and 

CMCC simulations (thin, colored lines) and the CRU observations (thick, black line). Solid 

(dashed) lines indicate surface temperatures derived from the AMIP (AMIP-ATM) simulations.  

Time-series are smoothed using a 12-month box filter and plotted such that the 5-year period at 

the beginning of the time-series is centered on 0 
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Fig.3  (a) Change in globally-averaged net incoming top of atmosphere (TOA) radiation (Wm
-2

) 

for the CAM3, HAD3, CABO and CMCC derived from AMIP (solid) and AMIP-ATM (dashed) 

simulations.  Time-series are smoothed using a 12-month box filter and plotted such that the 5-

year period at the beginning of the time-series is centered on 0. (b) Difference between the 

globally-averaged net incoming TOA radiation from AMIP-ATM and AMIP simulations for the 

CAM3, HAD3, CABO and CMCC 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig.4  (a) Trends in globally-averaged surface temperatures (K) from the AMIP (blue) and 

AMIP-ATM (red) simulations from CAM3, HAD3, CABO and CMCC.  (b) Trends in globally-

averaged incoming top of the atmosphere radiation (longwave in blue, shortwave in red, and net 

in green; Wm
-2

) from the AMIP simulations for CAM3, HAD3, CABO and CMCC.  Positive 

values indicate increases in downward radiation.  (c) Same as (b) except for AMIP-ATM 

simulations. (d) Same as (b) except for difference between AMIP-ATM and ATM simulations  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig.5  (a) Effective radiative forcing (!Qeff - Wm
-2

) derived from trends in globally-averaged 

incoming top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiation from the AMIP simulations, plotted against the 

total radiative forcing (!Qtot - Wm
-2

) derived from the difference between trends in the AMIP-

ATM and AMIP globally-averaged incoming TOA radiation for the CAM3, HAD3, CABO and 

CMCC. Also shown are the one-to-one line (black) and a linear trend fitted to the individual 

model data (red).  (b) Sensitivity of the AGCM, plotted against !Qtot for the CAM3, HAD3, 

CABO and CMCC. Sensitivity calculated as the trend in globally-averaged surface temperatures 

from the AMIP-ATM simulations, divided by !Qeff. Also shown is the interpolated sensitivity 

derived from the linearly-fitted total radiative forcing in panel (a) (red line) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig.6 (a) Sensitivity of the AGCM, plotted against the equilibrium temperature response of the 

AGCM (!Teq – K) for the CAM3, HAD3, CABO and CMCC.  Equilibrium temperature 

response calculated as the product of the sensitivity and the total radiative forcing (!Qtot) of the 

AGCM. Also shown is the equilibrium temperature response assuming a fixed total radiative 

forcing equal to the mean of the four models (black line) and the interpolated equilibrium 

temperature response derived from the linearly-fitted total radiative forcing in Fig.5a (red line).  

(b) !Teq calculated as the product of the sensitivity and the globally-averaged total radiative 

forcing of the AGCM (Simu) and as the product of the sensitivity and a fixed total radiative 

forcing equal to the mean of the four models [Fix Q(tot)] 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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Fig.7 (a) Total (red line) and effective (blue line) radiative forcing (Wm

-2
) associated with a 

doubling of pre-industrial CO2 concentrations, as derived from the linearly-fitted total radiative 

forcing in Fig.5a, scaled by the ratio of the future to historical changes in CO2 concentrations, 

relative to fixed total radiative forcing of 4Wm
-2

 (black line). (b) Sensitivity of the AGCM, 

plotted against the equilibrium temperature response (!Teq – K) for a doubling of pre-industrial 

CO2 concentrations.  Equilibrium temperature response calculated as the product of the 

sensitivity and the linearly-fitted (fixed) total radiative forcing shown in red (black) 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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Fig.8 Total radiative forcing (Wm

-2
) associated with a 1%/yr increase in CO2 concentrations for 

20 coupled-climate models plotted against their respective climate sensitivities (black circles) 

from Forster and Taylor (2006), Table 3, along with the associated equilibrium temperature 

response (K) estimated from the product of the total radiative forcing and climate sensitivity. 

Also shown is the radiative-forcing/climate-sensitivity curve (solid line) that passes through each 

coupled-climate model data point, assuming an inverse relation that maintains the same 

equilibrium temperature response.  Two subsets of models are grouped together (green and red) 

based upon the similarity in their radiative-forcing/climate-sensitivity curves; outlier curves are 

shown in light/dark blue.  Designations determined using a K-means clustering algorithm with 4 

designated clusters, applied to the equilibrium temperature response from the 20 models – see 

text. 
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Fig.9 Equilibrium temperature change (K) associated with a 1%/yr increase in CO2 

concentrations for 20 coupled-climate models plotted against their respective climate 

sensitivities for low/high/outlier (green/red/blue) equilibrium temperature groupings – see Fig.8 

for subsets of radiative-forcing/climate-sensitivity curves.  Equilibrium temperature response 

calculated as the product of the sensitivity and the globally-averaged total radiative forcing in 

Figure 8. Also shown is equilibrium temperature response assuming a fixed total radiative 

forcing equal to the mean of the 20 coupled climate models (~6.2Wm
-2

 - black line) 
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Fig.10 (a) Total radiative forcing (Wm

-2
) associated with a 1%/yr increase in pre-industrial CO2 

concentrations for 20 coupled-climate models plotted against their respective longwave radiative 

forcing component (Wm
-2

) for low/high/outlier (green/red/blue) equilibrium temperature 

groupings – see Fig.8 for subsets of radiative-forcing/climate-sensitivity curves.  (b) Same as (a) 

except for the respective shortwave radiative forcing component 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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REVISIONS AND COMMENTS: Climate Dynamics - Paper # CLIDY-D-09-00097 

“Climate forcings and climate sensitivities diagnosed from  

atmospheric global circulation models”  

Reviewer A 

Major Comments: 

 

1. I can find no real attempt to offer any explanation of this result, which if it is present in many 

models must reflect some important aspect of either the physics of the real world, or of the 

mechanisms of the models.  I can find only a passing reference to Kiehl (2007), on p. 13, and a 

statement on p.19 to the effect that  "...the inverse relation....may be associated with changing 

greenhouse gas concentrations as well as aerosols".  I would think that such a central result in 

the work needs to be discussed and - if only speculatively - for causes to be suggested and 

explained.  Perhaps the cause is well-known, but if it is, a brief reminder in the text would help. 

 

In the original manuscript, we were debating whether to present just the model results “as is”, or 

whether to include a discussion of possible reasons for the results as well.  As the reviewer notes, 

in the original manuscript we decided on the former.  However, given the reviewer’s comments, 

we have modified the current manuscript to include a new Discussion section (Section 6), in 

which we hypothesize on why model systems may have offsetting radiative-forcing/climate-

feedback effects.  In addition, we outline a set of model experiments to test the validity of this 

hypothesis.  In brief, we argue that model systems with enhanced longwave feedbacks—either 

associated with water vapor/lapse rate feedbacks and/or cloud feedbacks—attenuate the transfer 

of longwave radiation through the “atmospheric window” more so than in models with less 

robust feedbacks.  As such, in the model systems with enhanced longwave feedbacks, the change 

in longwave radiation attributable to the increase in CO2 (and other greenhouse gases), above and 

beyond what is already being retained within the system by feedback processes, is less, e.g. the 

total radiative forcing attributable to the inclusion of additional CO2 in models with enhanced 

feedback processes is less than in those model systems with less robust feedbacks. 

 

Unfortunately, given the model output from the current systems, we are not able to perform the 

diagnosis of which feedback processes have the strongest impact on the inverse radiative-

forcing/climate-feedback relation; as for the suggested numerical model experiments (outlined in 

the new Discussion section), they would constitute a study in of themselves.  As such, while we 

do not come to a definitive statement about the mechanistic relation between the strength of 

feedbacks in the climate system, and the subsequent impact upon the radiative forcing associated 

with the inclusion of excess greenhouse gases, we now offer an interpretation that should serve 

as a starting point for the community (and ourselves) to continue the investigation. 

 

2. Another issue is that, despite this inverse relationship featuring as quite a central result of the 

work, elsewhere (p.17) it is noted that the inverse relationship doesn't hold for all cases.  So, the 

reader is left with considerable uncertainty about the significance of this interesting result:  why 

does it exist, is it reflecting some important properties of the climate system, or of the models, 

and why, if it is significant, is it not present for all model systems?  The value of the findings 

would be very much enhanced by a discussion of these issues. 

This comment is similar to one raised by another reviewer (see Comment 2 from Reviewer B).   

In agreement with both reviewers, we felt further discussion of this issue was necessary, and 

authors' response to reviewers' comments

Click here to download authors' response to reviewers' comments: Response to Reviewers.doc

http://www.editorialmanager.com/clidy/download.aspx?id=38505&guid=46099f90-b432-4e8f-8f14-8b06226e0b91&scheme=1
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hence have added this discussion to the new manuscript (again, found in the new Discussion 

section).  Given our hypothesis (that the inverse radiative-forcing/climate-feedback relation only 

holds for feedback effects associated with changes in longwave radiation), then the relationship 

between total radiative forcing and climate sensitivity can still be different within high/low 

equilibrium temperature models, as well as outlier models (as seen in Figures 8 and 9), based 

upon how these models treat other feedback processes (principally those involving changes in 

shortwave radiation).  Indeed, it would explain why many model studies find that differences in 

model responses to enhanced greenhouse gas concentrations appear most sensitive to feedbacks 

involving changes in shortwave radiation; if our hypothesis holds and differences in the 

longwave feedbacks within these models are effectively offset by differences in the longwave 

radiative forcing associated with enhanced greenhouse gases, then differences in the overall 

model responses will be due primarily to feedbacks involving changes in shortwave radiation 

(which are not offset by model differences in radiative forcing).  The reviewer may then ask why 

our study matters if the overall model response is due to shortwave feedbacks.  The reason is that 

while the radiative forcing/feedback offset found here may be accounted for explicitly in 

numerical model simulations that incorporate some form of radiative transfer code, it is not 

accounted for in many probability studies which treat the radiative forcing term as a fixed 

function of the GHG concentrations, and then multiply it by the range of sensitivities as 

determined from short-term and long-term observational products or intermediate-complexity 

and fully-coupled numerical model simulations (e.g. Murphy et al., 2004; Annan and 

Hargreaves, 2006; Heagrle et al., 2006; Knutti and Tomassini 2008).  This method assumes that 

the radiative forcing is independent of the feedback processes; our results show that this may not 

be the case and that, as the reviewer correctly points out, the temperature change may be more 

constant than we currently assume (see Comment 3 below as well). 
 

 3. One other point.  On p.15 it is said that the total radiative forcing differs from one model to 

another.  I am not clear of the significance of this result.  Reference is made to similar results 

elsewhere.  However, even a short discussion of the reasons for this behaviour, and its 

significance, would be valuable 

 

As the reviewer points out, one of the principal findings of the paper is that radiative forcing 

associated with excess GHG concentrations seems to differ from one model to another.  This 

result becomes important when the radiative forcing is multiplied by the range of possible 

climate sensitivities derived from observational and modeling studies.  If the radiative forcing is 

assumed to be independent of the feedbacks that produce this sensitivity, for instance as is done 

in Murphy et al. (2004), Annan and Hargreaves (2006), and Knutti and Tomassini (2008), then 

the uncertainty of the full climate response becomes large.  However, if the two are not 

independent, it suggests that the uncertainty for the climate response might be more reasonable 

(again, as correctly pointed out by the reviewer).  To clarify this issue, we have added additional 

text to the Conclusion section highlighting the need to recognize the possible relation between 

radiative-forcing/climate-feedbacks when determining the full range of possible climate 

responses to increasing GHG concentrations. 

 

Minor Comments 
1. P.16, line 8: Change “reduce” to “reduced”.  This typo has been changed as suggested. 
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Reviewer B 

 

 

Major Comments: 

 

1. Shine et al. (2003) showed that fixed SST forcing and fixed sea and land surface temperature 

forcing are very different. In the current study, only the fixed SST forcing is examined and the 

difference between the two is ignored and not mentioned. For example, the difference between 

the AMIP and AMIP-ATM runs includes the response of the land surface temperature to the 

imposed atmospheric chemical constituents. The inclusion of land surface temperature response 

in the forcing should be clearly addressed to avoid confusion when discussing the relation 

between forcing and climate sensitivity (feedbacks). Would be ideal to discuss whether the 

results can be affected by the use of fixed sea-land surface temperature forcing, rather than fixed 

SST forcing?  

 

In agreement with the reviewer, we have added text to indicate that the experimental design 

included here does not adequately address (or more properly, fails to address) the land-surface 

“response” in our models, compared with the land-surface “forcing” applied in the Shine et al. 

(2003) experiments.  We also, note, however, that in the Shine et al. (2003) experiments, the 

largest discrepancy between the two experiments arose in the estimates of forcing and sensitivity 

associated with changes in the shortwave component of the earth’s radiation budget (either due 

to solar or aerosol effects).  For changes in CO2, the forcing and feedback in the two model 

experiments are identical.  We recognize that in our model runs both GHGs and aerosols are 

changing.  For short-term forcings (such as those associated with volcanoes), the differences in 

the experiments are expected to be small (given the length of the simulations); however longer-

term forcings (persistent anthropogenic aerosol loading, for instance) may cause a discrepancy 

between the SST-only and the SST/LST experiments.  As such, our estimates of forcing and 

sensitivity provided by the SST-only experiments may be different than if the full SST/LST 

experiment were conducted.  However, since identical boundary condition forcings are applied in 

our AMIP and AMIP-ATM simulations (i.e. through SSTs only) the important implication of the 

paper—namely that the forcing and feedback strengths appear to be inversely related—will still 

hold.  To see this, consider Eq. 2 from the manuscript: 

!Qeff = "!RAMIP

TOA  

In agreement with the reviewer, our estimate of !Qeff will be off because we are not accounting 

for the forcing applied by the changes in LST.  Hence we could re-write this equation as: 

!Qeff

SST = !Qeff

tot
"!Qeff

LST = "!RAMIP

TOA
! !Qeff

tot = "!RAMIP

TOA + !Qeff

LST  

where the SST, LST, and tot designations indicate the effective radiative forcing produced by 

including SST boundary conditions, LST boundary conditions and total (SST and LST) boundary 

conditions. However, from Eq.3 we find: 

!RAMIP"ATM

TOA = !Qtot + "!Qeff( )= !Qtot "!Qeff = !Qtot " !Qeff

tot
"!Qeff

LST( )= !Qtot "!Qeff

tot( )+ !Qeff

LST  

So, our estimate of ocean heat up-take will also be off by an equivalent amount.  When we 

calculate the total radiative forcing (by taking the difference between AMIP and ATM-AMIP 

simulations), we find that:  

!RAMIP"ATM

TOA
"!RAMIP

TOA = !Qtot "!Qeff

tot + !Qeff

LST( )+ !Qeff

tot
"!Qeff

LST( )= !Qtot  
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Hence, using the methodology of finding the change in net radiation between AMIP and AMIP-

ATM simulations actually gives the correct total radiative forcing associated with the inclusion 

of the radiatively-active greenhouse gases and aerosols because the two (erroneous) radiative 

forcing terms required to change the LSTs in the two separate model runs actually cancel one 

another.   

Interestingly, we also perform an equivalent experiment to Hansen et al. (2002) (our ATM 

experiment in which the SSTs are held fixed). We would expect this experiment to provide an 

incorrect estimate of total radiative forcing (given the results of Shine et al., 2003) since not only 

is energy retained in the system by changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere, but it 

is also retained in order to increase (or decrease in the case of aerosols) the LSTs.  This latter 

term is equivalent to !Qeff

LST  above, hence: 

"!RATM

TOA = !Qtot

SST = !Qtot "!Qeff

LST  

We would therefore expect a difference in the black line in Fig.1 of the manuscript (associated 

with the direct estimate from the fixed-SST ATM experiment) and the blue line (associated with 

the indirect estimate from the AMIP and AMIP-ATM simulations).  The fact that we do not see 

this difference is most likely fortuitous, and suggests to us that the erroneous radiative forcing 

associated with solar radiation (which would tend to heat the land surface if applied by itself – 

Shine et al., 2003) is being offset by the erroneous radiative forcing associated with aerosols 

(which would tend to cool the land surface if applied by itself – Shine et al., 2003), at least given 

the historical evolution of both of these terms as applied in the models. To clarify this issue in 

the manuscript, we have added a paragraph detailing the difference between this set of 

experiments and those of Shine et al. (2003).  However, we would certainly look forward to 

further comments on our interpretation of how these results compare with those from Shine et 

al., 2003.  

 

2. The effective forcing, defined in the MS, includes conventional radiative forcing (i.e., 

stratosphere-adjusted forcing), tropospheric adjustment, and land surface response. The 

radiative forcing for a doubling of CO2 shows a relatively large spread of about 27% (IPCC, 

2007, Table 10.2). So, the fact that there is a difference in total forcing is not new. What is new 

here is an inverse relation between the forcing and climate sensitivity. It would be useful if the 

authors state more clearly which component of the forcing, among the above three, is causing 

this inverse relation. The authors cite Gregory and Webb (2008) and state that the current 

results are consistent with them. Then, it would be very useful to describe the "cloud-adjustment" 

in the four models, at least qualitatively, and why it may be related to climate sensitivity. The 

lack of physical explanation is of concern because there is a high possibility that modeling 

groups tune the climate sensitivity via CO2 doubling experiments etc, which implicitly leads to 

strong positive feedbacks for a model with weak radiative forcing. 

As noted by the reviewer (and in Hansen et al., 2002 and Shine at al., 2004), experiments such as 

these account for “adjusted stratosphere and troposphere” radiative forcing (along with an 

erroneous “forcing” due to the absence of the LST boundary condition forcing).  As discussed in 

Comment 1, we do not feel that the “erroneous” forcing is driving the spread in inter-model 

differences in total radiative forcing.  As for diagnosing the role that differences in stratospheric 

responses, tropospheric responses, and/or cloud responses play (as well as diagnosing the role 
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that various feedback processes play—see Comment 2 from Reviewer A), we found that given 

the output from the current “models of opportunity” we simply do not have the data to 

discriminate between these processes.  As such, we have modified the current manuscript to 

include a new Discussion section (Section 6), in which we hypothesize on why model systems 

may have offsetting radiative-forcing/climate-feedback effects.  In addition, we outline a set of 

model experiments to test the validity of this hypothesis.  In brief, we argue that model systems 

with enhanced longwave feedbacks—either associated with water vapor/lapse rate feedbacks 

and/or cloud feedbacks—attenuate the transfer of longwave radiation through the “atmospheric 

window” more so than in models with less robust feedbacks.  As such, in the model systems with 

enhanced longwave feedbacks, the change in longwave radiation attributable to the increase in 

CO2 (and other greenhouse gases), above and beyond what is already being retained within the 

system by feedback processes, is less, e.g. the total radiative forcing attributable to the inclusion 

of additional CO2 in models with enhanced feedback processes is less than in those model 

systems with less robust feedbacks. As such, while we do not come to a definitive statement 

about the mechanistic relation between the strength of feedbacks in the climate system, and the 

subsequent impact upon the radiative forcing associated with the inclusion of excess greenhouse 

gases, we do offer an interpretation that should serve as a starting point for the community (and 

ourselves) to continue the investigation. 

The reviewer also highlights that “there is a high possibility that modeling groups tune the 

climate sensitivity via CO2 doubling experiments etc, which implicitly leads to strong positive 

feedbacks for a model with weak radiative forcing.”.  While this may be true for the coupled 

ocean-atmosphere results taken from Forster and Taylor (2006), it is not true for the AGCM 

results that serve as the impetus for examining the coupled ocean-atmosphere data.  As 

mentioned, the atmosphere-only models are not explicitly “tuned” to match the observed surface 

temperature changes; instead to first order the global temperature evolution is dictated by the 

historical changes in SSTs.  We are then looking at the models’ responses to these changing 

SSTs (and atmospheric chemical constituents).  Originally, the reason we put the coupled ocean-

atmosphere results in a “Discussion” section was that we simply wanted to see if our AGCM 

results were confirmed within more “realistic” modeling systems (in the present manuscript we 

have changed the Discussion section to focus on the hypothesized relation between climate-

feedbacks/climate-forcings, and hence have move the coupled-modeling results to its own 

separate section).  However, we would argue that it is the “untuned” AGCM results that serve as 

the basis for identifying the inverse relation between climate-feedbacks/climate-forcings. 

 

3. P.17 and Figure 8: I have a difficulty in accepting that Figure 8 shows that there is an 

inverse relation between forcing and climate sensitivity. This figure rather says that there is not 

really such a relationship and the grouping with selective outliers appears too subjective. Any 

curves will fit if a grouping is made subjectively. In the absense of any physical explanation, to 

my opinion, it is subjective.  

 

To address this issue, we performed a standard cluster analysis (the K-means cluster analysis - 

Gong and Richman, 1995) on the 1-D equilibrium temperature response from the 20 different 

model systems (since the individual curves, and their partitioning, ultimately designate all 

climate-forcing/climate-sensitivity combinations that give the same equilibrium temperature 

response as the individual model through which the curve passes).  Key to any cluster analysis is 
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the determination of the appropriate number of clusters.  To make this determination, we 

calculated the unexplained variance provided by a given number of cluster centroids (i.e. by a 

given number of clusters).  Here, the error function is the residual sum of squares between a 

given equilibrium temperature and the centroid temperature of the cluster to which it is assigned; 

this value is then normalized by the total residual sum of squares (based upon the mean 

equilibrium temperature from all 20 models).  Fig.1a (below) shows the unexplained variance as 

a function of cluster number.  Here we want to select a cluster number such that the inclusion of 

an additional cluster does not add any additional predictability (i.e. does not reduce the 

unexplained variance).  To quantify this change in predictability, Fig.1b shows the marginal 

improvement in predictability based upon the change in unexplained variance in moving from 

Cluster n to Cluster n+1.  As can be seen there is a local minimum at Cluster 4 (i.e. a minimum 

in the marginal improvement when moving from Cluster 4 to Cluster 5); in addition after Cluster 

4, the marginal improvement is near-zero (with the exception of the transition from Cluster 5 to 

Cluster 6).  These results suggest that the appropriate number of clusters to retain in the K-means 

clustering is 4.  If we then perform the K-means clustering based upon 4 clusters, we arrive at the 

objective partitioning of the equilibrium temperature responses from the 20 model systems 

(Fig.1c), here plotted against their ranked value (i.e. Rank 1 is the designation for the model with 

the lowest equilibrium temperature response; Rank 20 is the designation for the model with the 

highest equilibrium temperature response).   Based upon this objective method, we find that the 

equilibrium temperature responses from the model systems are clustered into identical 

partitionings as in the original manuscript.  While this method does not provide a physical basis 

for such partitionings (which instead must be determined a posteori), it does provide an objective 

method, which confirms the subjective “eye-balling” we did in the previous manuscript.  As 

such, we feel that the partitioning remains valid, as does the analysis of the differences between 

models across partitions.  Text describing this cluster analysis has been added to the new 

manuscript.   

 

Minor Comments: 

 

1. Whereas the definition of total and effective radiative forcings are clear in the MS, the usage 

is somewhat different from conventional definition of radiative forcing. The radiative forcing 

used in the MS is close to the troposphere-stratosphere adjusted forcing or zero-surface-

temperature forcing in IPCC (2007) although this study includes the response of the land surface 

temperature change. Adding this clarification would be less confusing for a wide range of 

readers.  As suggested by the reviewer, text to this effect has been added to the manuscript 

where we discuss previous work using similar modeling experiments. 

2. p.10 line 6-8: The better match of AMIP-ATM than AMIP runs are not visible in Figure 2. Is 

the difference really significant? In agreement with the reviewer, we would not argue that the 

difference is significant, however since it has been identified by previous researchers we thought 

we would mention it here as well.  In the new manuscript, though, we reduce our discussion of 

this phenomenon and highlight that it is a small fraction of the overall change in the full 

temperature response. 

3. P.16 line13 and 14: Teff(2xCO2) may be Teq(2xCO2)? Qeff(2xCO2) may be Qtot(2xCO2)? 

Please check. This is a nice catch by the reviewer; the designations have been changed 

accordingly. 
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4. In Fig.4b, the difference appears in longwave rather than in shortwave. Does this contradict 

with previous studies that show the difference in feedbacks is dominated by shortwave cloud 

feedback (e.g., Bony and Dufresne, 2005; Webb et al., 2006; Williams and Tselioudis, 2007; 

Williams and Webb, 2008; Medeiros et al, 2008)? – Based upon this comment, we have added 

an additional paragraph to the manuscript describing how these results relate to previous “model 

difference” studies listed by the reviewer (as well as others). In fact, we would argue that our 

results are in agreement with those previous results and do not necessarily contradict them.  As 

we argue in the new Discussion section of the manuscript (in which we propose a hypothesis 

linking climate sensitivity to climate forcing, and identify possible methods for testing it), the 

proposed mechanism resulting in an offset between radiative-forcing/feedbacks holds for 

feedback processes that affect the longwave component of the global radiation budget. While 

there also appears to be an inverse relation between feedback and radiative forcing processes that 

affect the shortwave component of the global radiation budget (Kiehl, 2007), it is expected that 

this inverse relation will weaken or disappear with a reduction of anthropogenic aerosol forcing 

(Kiehl, 2007; Knutti, 2008).  In that case, model differences in the shortwave-related feedback 

processes, which would no longer be offset by compensating changes in shortwave radiative 

forcing, could give rise to model differences in the overall equilibrium temperature response to 

enhanced GHG forcing, as found in other studies.  In this sense, the model studies identified 

above, which are keyed towards differences in model responses, find that these differences are 

best correlated with model differences in shortwave feedbacks.   Our study (in part) is keyed 

towards differences in radiative forcing, which appears to be best correlated with model 

differences in longwave forcing.  Based upon this Reviewer’s comment, and the previous work 

on this issue, in the Discussion section we now highlight that the model differences in 

equilibrium temperature responses found in Fig.9 (and in Fig.1 below) are most likely due to the 

fact that the inverse relation between climate-forcing/climate-sensitivity does not hold for 

processes that affect the shortwave spectrum; indeed it is differences in these processes that most 

likely produce the differences in model responses to enhanced greenhouse gas concentrations in 

the coupled-climate models analyzed here (as seen in Figures 8,9), as well as in other studies 

(Webb et al. 2006; Soden and Held, 2006; Ringer et al. 2006; Williams et al., 2007; Gregory and 

Webb, 2008). 

5. Fig.8 caption: There is no Table 4 in Forster and Taylor (2006). Please check – In 

agreement with the reviewer, the legend now refers to Table 3 
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Fig.1 (a) Unexplained variance as a function of cluster number, where the unexplained variance 

is based upon the residual sum of squares between a given equilibrium temperature response and 

the centroid equilibrium temperature response for the cluster to which it is assigned. (b) The 

marginal improvement in unexplained variance determined by taking the difference between the 

unexplained variance using n clusters and the unexplained variance using n+1 clusters.  (c)  

Based upon (a), (b) it is determined that the appropriate cluster number is 4, at which point 

additional clusters provide no significant marginal improvement in unexplained variance.  Here 

we show the cluster designation of individual equilibrium temperature responses (circles) and 

centroid equilibrium temperature response (crosses), based upon a K-means test with 4 clusters.  

Colors indicate cluster designation and are arbitrary; x-axis gives the equilibrium temperature 

rank (rank 1 indicates lowest equilibrium temperature response; rank 20 indicates highest 

equilibrium temperature response); y-axis gives the equilibrium temperature response itself.  


